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(Communicated by Louis J. Ratliff, Jr.)

ABSTRACT. We show the group of torsion points on an Abelian variety de-

fined over an algebraic closure of the rationals, Q is generated by the kernels

of reduction of all the primes of Q.

Let A be an Abelian variety over Q. For each prime /i of Q let K^ denote

the kernel of reduction in ^4(Q) at /i. This makes sense even at primes of bad

reduction since A has a unique semi-Abelian model over the ring of integers in Q.

For each integer n, let A[n] denote the kernel of multiplication by n in A(Q) and

Kn = KAn the smallest subgroup of A[n] containing A\n] fl KA for all primes /i

of Q. If A is defined over a number field F, then so is Kn.

Our goal in this note is to prove

THEOREM A.   The index of Kn in A[n] is bounded independently of n.

We will need the following

THEOREM B (FALTINGS AND ZARHIN [F], [Z]). Let F be a number field.

Then in each isogency class of Abelian varieties over F there are finitely many

isomorphism classes.

We will also need the following lemmas:

LEMMA C. Suppose A is a semi-Abelian variety over the ring of integers in a

number field F whose generic fiber is Abelian. Suppose b is an endomorphism of

A and p is a prime number which divides the degree of b. Then b has inseparable

reduction at some prime above p.

PROOF. Let Q denote the module of invariant differentials on A and A its

maximal exterior power. Let ß denote the eigenvalue of b on A. We see that

ßß = det b for any complex conjugation "~". It follows that there exists a prime

/i above p dividing ß and b has inseparable reduction at /i.    G

LEMMA D. Súpose A and B are semi-Abelian varieties over the ring of integers

in a finite extension o/Qp whose generic fibers are Abelian. Suppose a: A^ B and

b: B —► A are isogenies such that bo a = dpm, where (d,p) = 1 and the kernel of a

contains the kernel of reduction inside A\pm]. Then the reduction ofb is separable.

PROOF. This follows immediately from the fact that the subgroup of the kernel

of b lying on the connected component of B injects into the reduction of B.    D

Let An = A/Kn. Let an : A —> An denote the natural isogeny and a'n: An ^ A

the isogeny such that a'n o an = n.
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LEMMA E.   Suppose dm = n. Let B = Ad; then Kß,m — o.¿(Kn).

PROOF. Clearly

KB,m = ad ÇJ2 {x € A(Q) : mx G Kd, x^ G (Kd)A }) ,

where the sum runs over all primes /t of Q and the subscript /i denotes reduction

modulo /i. Now {x G A(Q) : mx G Kd, xA G (Kd)^} equals

{x G A(Q) :nx = 0, 3y G Kd such that (x - y) G K^} = Kd + (A[n\ D KA).

Since Kd Ç Kn it follows that Kß,m = od(Kn).    G

COROLLARY. If dn = m, then [A[d\: Kd] divides [A\n]: Kn]. If (d,m) = 1,
then [A[n] : Kn] = [A[d] : Kd] ■ ]A[m] : Km].

PROOF. We have immediately from the lemma

[B[m]:KB,m] = [A[n\: Kn]/[A[d]: Kd].

This implies the first part. The second part follows from the fact that Kn — KmKd

when (m,d) = 1.    D

PROPOSITION F.   Suppose m and n are integers such that

\A[m]:Km]^\A[n]:Kn],

then Am and An are not isomorphic.

PROOF. Suppose p is a prime such that

ordp[4[n]: Kn] > ordp[^4[m]: Km]

and Am and An are isomorphic. We may suppose that A is defined and has a

semi-Abelian model over the ring of integers in a finite extension F of Q. We may

suppose, in addition, that there exists an isomorphism ¿: An —> Am defined over

F.
Let k = ordp m. It follows from the previous Corollary that pk divides n. Hence,

by Lemma E, we may replace A with Apk and suppose that p does not divide m

and hence does not divide [A[m] : Km].

Let a denote the endomorphism of A, a'm o t o an. Then Kera 2 Kn and there

exists an endomorphism b of A such that a o b = mn. Since (m,p) = 1 it follows

from Lemma D that the reduction of b (with respect to the semi-Abelian model)

is separable at all primes dividing p. But the hypotheses imply that p divides the

degree of b. This contradicts Lemma C and proves the Proposition.    G

PROOF OF THEOREM A. We may assume without loss of generality that A is

defined over a finite extension F of Q and has a semi-Abelian model over the ring

of integers of F. Then An and an are defined over F.

Since, all the An are isogenous, they lie in finitely many isomorphism classes

over F. It follows from Proposition F that the set of integers {[>l[n] : Kn] : n G N}

is finite. Theorem A follows immediately.    G

REMARK. Let A denote the elliptic curve y2 = x(x-l)(x-2). Then [A[2]: K2]
= 2.
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